FROM OFFICE WALLPAPER TO RESEARCH PRODUCT:
How digitization of the Field Museum's water beetles yields insights to their historical distributions in North America
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CAN: B.C., Trout Ck., rte. 97, Summerland, VIII-21-1988
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CAN: Que., Co. St. Jean Est, ck ex L. Labrecque, 6 mi WSW St. Leon (9 mi N Alma) VIII-22-1987
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H. G. Nelson leg.

H. G. Nelson leg.
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HGN labels for aquatic collections incl all Dryopoids pin labels
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Sewell Sandy Creek, Ellishburg.
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600,000 SPECIMENS
Stenelmis spp.
Stenelmis spp.
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Science Visiting Scholarships

Visiting Scholarships provide opportunities for scientists who wish to use The Field Museum’s collections. Funds are earmarked for travel and for subsistence while visitors are conducting their research.

Online Application

If you have a problem with the online application system that is not addressed by their help page, please email us.

- Applications open: November 1, 2017, 12:01am CST
- Application deadline: December 1, 2017, 11:59pm CST
- Letters of reference deadline: December 1, 2017
- Applicant awards announced: January 2018
- Award recipient/decline deadline: January 25, 2018
- Earliest start date: February 20, 2018

Applications for Visiting Scholarships are considered once a year. The annual deadline is December 1st. Proposals reviewed by the December 1st panel can be funded no sooner than the third week of the following February. Foreign scholars should allow appropriate time for visa considerations, and factor American taxes, visa expenses, and the cost of travel to and from the Museum into their proposed budget.

Sponsorship

Endorsed by a Field Museum sponsor. Applications without endorsements received by...